Welcome Elsa, Anna, Kristoff, Olaf, Hans, the Duke of Weselton and the rest of the gang to Broadway! Disney’s FROZEN joins THE LION KING and ALADDIN on The Great White Way!

FROZEN is the story of two sisters, Elsa and Anna, who grow up alone in the kingdom of Arendelle, after their parents perish at sea. Elsa is struggling with magic powers beyond her control, in which she can create snow and ice, but she must keep this a secret from her younger sister and the kingdom’s citizens. After an argument reveals Elsa’s powers, she flees the kingdom to live a solitary life, but her hidden magic strengths have rendered Arendelle in an eternal winter. With help, Anna goes to find Elsa to end the winter so that Arendelle will not be frozen forever.

Based on the 2013 film, which won Oscars for Best Animated Feature and Best Original Song (“Let It Go”), FROZEN features music and lyrics by the creators of the film score, Kristen Anderson-Lopez (In Transit, “Winnie the Pooh,” “Up Here”) and EGOT winner Robert Lopez (Avenue Q, The Book of Mormon, “Up Here”), with a book by Jennifer Lee (“Zootopia,” “Wreck-It Ralph”), the film’s screenwriter and co-director, direction by Tony Award® winner Michael Grandage (Red, three Olivier Award-winning Outstanding Musicals, Merrily We Roll Along, Grand Hotel, Guys and Dolls) and choreography by Tony winner Rob Ashford (Thoroughly Modern Millie, the Daniel Radcliffe revival of How to Succeed in Business…, Curtains).
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